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Allcheck – customizable expert system for quality control  

of architecture, engineering and precast models in Allplan 

A single source of BIM data must be correct! It is impossible to obtain correct drawings, quantities, costs 

and schedules from the model with errors, or without the necessary descriptions or degree of detail. On-

site error correction is many times more expensive than the correction of errors during design. And the 

violation of building codes costs a lot at the approval stage. 

Allbau Software has created the expert system Allcheck for automated error prevention during BIM 

modelling in Allplan, in particular according to building design principles, regional codes and norms. 

Allcheck is a rule-based system with Engineering, Precast and Architectural specifics. Allcheck can 

accurately determine errors, invisible by visual model control. The main advantage is, early avoiding of 

design mistakes during the design, without exporting IFC files and opening an external application. 

Available checks   

 Working with a list of geometric interactions  

intersection, touching, close to, parallel, over, in 

front of, clearance above the stairs, etc. 

 Disciplines interaction control 

Detection of errors and incorrectness of models 

created by experts of different trades: zoning, “tabu 

areas”, starter bars, openings… 

 Special checks of trades, including codes 

compliance: 

o Architectural  
room, wall and windowsill heights, room 
space, finishing upon room categories, sun 
radiation… 

o Safety  
door opening side, length and width of fire 
escape route, floor heigth differences...  

o Precast  

wall partition width, size and weight of elements, 

wall junctions in openings, niches outside of 

element, bearing depth, fixtures adjustment… 

o Engineering / Statics 

presence and sufficiency of reinforcement, 

reinforcement outlets. static axes vertical 

adjustment, wall/slab junctions, max. 

spans/overhangs… 

 Attributes check, BIM regulations  

Used materials, layers, project structures etc.; 

attributes for static and energy calculations, cost 

estimates and schedules, including automatic 

correction/set. 

 

E.g., Allcheck helps to track the missing openings at the collaboration of the architect, designer and 

engineer, avoiding additional costly on-site work.  
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Features 

 Open interface for configuring rules. Rules 

and program settings transferrable to 

colleagues and partners 

 Drawing attention to the questionable parts of 

the model, or processing detailed checks 

 Allplan / Planbar trades processing 

(Precast/Eng/Arch) in a single environment. 

The ability to load models and data from other 

applications (.ifc and others) 

 Extensive library of geometry functions  

 Functions of building specifics – “load-

bearing”, “bearing depth”, “static schema”, 

“spanwidth”, “overhang”, “escape route”, etc. 

 Displaying check results on the Allplan model 

by “chief”, or its transfer to modeller through 

LAN (XML), or cloud (BCF).  

Time saving 

Check of models before sending initial plans 

(correspondence of values of room areas, check of finish, wall configuration etc.) to the customer or 

contractor. Correction of errors at the initial stage of the project eliminates more complex changes in 

the future, which guarantees a high level of customer satisfaction.  

Cost reduction 

Avoid spending time with changes to the released project documentation and revision of the completed 

drawings during the construction and erection. Accurate knowledge of materials and equipment needs 

reduces the risk of downtime and the expenses for excessive amounts of materials.   
 

Reduction of losses at the disciplines integration  

Work on the project within a single Allplan environment minimizes the risk of errors at the transfer of 

data in different formats, but do not forget about the "human 

factor" and the errors of the iterative model edits at the 

interaction of different trades.  
 

Automation of approving agency 

Having obtained a model in Allplan or IFC format, the 

approval engineer can run checks of a large model for 

compliance with national codes. The results of the checks 

will be available to the designer in the cloud for correction. 
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